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entrance to their quarters. c. 1850 photographer unknown (College archive)
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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
www.eastgrinsteadsociety.org
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being
to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn make are
worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, walks and visits. It produces this Bulletin of articles of
local interest and a Newsletter twice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was
well received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and promotes citizenship education in local
schools. It has held exhibitions, planted trees, restored the churchyard railings and martyrs' memorial,
and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street. It has also produced surveys of
trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of victims of enemy action
in Mount Noddy cemetery (now superseded) and historical guide-maps in the High Street, and
presented seats in memory of leading former members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has
published a book of reminiscences, sets of postcards reproducing old photographs, three town trails
(one of them also in French and German) and leaflets on the local martyrs and on Mount Noddy and
Moat Pond. With the Town Council it established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is a registered charity (no.257870) and belongs to the Federation of Sussex Amenity
Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; the
larger the membership the greater the influence. Membership forms are on the website or obtainable
from 7 Durkins Road, East Grinstead, RH19 2ER. The subscription is £10 p.a. By signing a Gift Aid
form standard-rate income tax payers can increase its value at no cost to themselves. Persons wishing
only to receive the Bulletin can do so at the newly reduced rate of £4 per calendar year, payable in
advance to the Editor (address on cover).
PRESIDENT Mrs M. COLLINS, D.L.
OFFICERS, 2015-16
CHAIRMAN N.J. BEALE, B.A., F.C.A.
VICE-CHAIRMAN R MAYNARD
HON. TREASURER M.R. LYONS
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Contributions for the Bulletin to the Editor, through whom permission must be sought to reproduce any
contents. Unattributed contributions are from the Editor or officers. Attributed opinions are not
necessarily anyone's but their author's.
BACK NUMBERS OF BULLETINS from the Editor: single copies £1 + postage (3 second-class stamps

acceptable); more than one copy £1 each, post free; set of all issues in print (97) £20 (to be collected by
arrangement after payment). There is a waiting list for out-of-print issues. Unwanted back-numbers (even
damaged or defective) are always welcome for re-sale. A list of principal contents is on the website.
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No.115 (Spring 2016)

EDITORIAL
No apology should be needed for devoting a large part of this issue to Sackville College and its most
famous Warden, the Rev. John Mason Neale, for the 150th anniversary of his death falls on 6 August
this year. The College, grade I listed and still fulfilling its original purpose, is arguably this town's
chief architectural treasure, and Neale may be regarded as the man who, by restoring it, saved it for us.
Much is in print about both already, which will not be rehearsed again in these pages, but we can give
permanent written expression to aspects overlooked or soon to pass from living memory.

COVER PICTURE: J.M. Neale and his family, c. 1850. A small publication including the full image
of which this is a detail is projected for issue around Easter this year.
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Newsletter 51 (February 1991) reported one talk on a local subject
(the geology of the Wealden Lake) and two on architects of more than national repute, carried a request
for volunteer tree wardens under a West Sussex county council scheme, congratulated the new owners
of the Dorset Arms on replacing a name-board with a proper heraldic sign, and commended enclosed
leaflets for membership of the Hammerwood Park Society. Perhaps for the first time, there was nothing
on topical planning matters. The contents of Bulletin 48 (Spring 1991) were summarised in our last
issue.
AS OTHERS SAW US (55): 'The charm of every part of the establishment [Sackville College] is its
exceeding completeness. The spectator is carried back to the age of the founder; nothing, at least,
occurs, as in almost every building we have seen beside, to mar that illusion. The restoration is in the
most perfect taste; and it is not a mere restoration of timber and stone, - it is a true resuscitation of the
simple and kindly habits of our forefathers - the day devoted to that lawful repose which honest and
diligent old age has earned by labour and usefulness, and consecrated by daily religion after the sober
and sublime ritual of the English Church.' - 'Q' [the Rev. H. Thompson], 'A visit to Sackville College',
Sharpe 's London Magazine, February 1849.
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (45): 'I've loved it all the time, I'm very happy here [Sackville College].
I've made a lot of friends.' - 99-year old native of East Grinstead ('a lovely old town') Mrs Eva Cheal,
interviewed nineteen years after her admission, E. G. Courier, 14 August 2003.

AN EXTREMELY RARE BOOK (Bulletin 114, p.16): A note under this heading drew attention to
the lack of a copy of J.M. Neale's History of Sackville College (1853) at the College or elsewhere in the
town. Our member Col. G.F. Edwards has informed us that earlier in the year he had bought a bound
copy, hard-backed and formerly in Brighton library, and presented it to the College. Concerned lest this
meant there is no longer one in Brighton (or the Keep), I contacted the senior archivist at East Sussex
Record Office, who passed on my enquiry to the library. The reply was that, although it is not listed in
the on-line catalogue, there is still a copy there. The one now in the College must have been a
duplicate. Col. Edwards adds that it is also now available to be downloaded from the internet. Ed.
HAZELDEN FARMHOUSE (Bulletin 114, p.17): Our committee member Mr John Bridle has found
by scrutinising large-scale maps that Klaus Marx was in error in stating the farmhouse was demolished
to permit the building of the Lewes and East Grinstead Railway. All thought of asking for it to be delisted has therefore been abandoned.
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DEMARCATION IN THE BOROUGH OF EAST GRINSTEAD

M.J. Leppard

Turn into Cantelupe Road from the High Street and you may notice something odd. Given the
rectilinear plan of the original Borough, still evident on large-scale maps, from the air and on the
ground', it is curious how the wall on the left does not run at a right angle from the High Street but
gently curves away to the west. Yet it is the edge of one of the original burgage plots, demarcating it
from that of no.3 3, which was sacrificed in 1894 to become a modem road serving houses to be built on
either side. 2 Comparable, but not all strictly parallel, curves are apparent as the bounds of other plots
on both sides of the Street.
The developers of the Borough in the early 13th century must have had surveying implements chains, standard-length rods, ranging poles etc. - and known how to create right angles. An explanation
of the curvatures that occurs to me is that the borders were marked out on the ground by ploughs, either
propelled by a man or drawn by an ox, to create trenches which could have sufficed as they were or
been widened and deepened with spades. If so, they would also have provided essential drainage.
Even if my theory is mistaken, there is evidence of ditches as the boundaries between burgage
plots in the few surviving records of the Borough courts. At the Court Baron on 6 October 1576 John
Ledger was fined twelve pence for not cleaning the ditches between his burgage and Richard Lystnye's,
with a further 20 shillings to pay if he had not righted the matter by All Saints Day (1 November) Tn
the survey of 1564 Andrew Ledger held 70-72 High Street (Sackville House) and Richard Listney
occupied 66 (the western part of Amherst House). 4
. 3

It does not follow that there were ditches between all the burgage plots, nor that they were not
augmented by walls, hedges or fences. Such upstanding structures define boundaries behind the High
Street frontages today, many of them still on ancient lines. That they can be reconciled with original
ploughed trenches has been demonstrated by a recent discovery at Farnham, laid out by the Bishop of
Winchester in the late 12th century with standard burgage plots as in East Grinstead, though some of
them half the width of ours. Behind 23 Castle Street a watching brief 'located a medieval ditch directly
underlying and on the same alignment as the existing boundary wall. This almost certainly means that
the boundary has not changed in the 800 or so years since the original 16ft wide burgage plot was laid
out.' Sherds in the ditch suggest filling-in in the l3th/14th century. 5 It marked the southern [side] and
'evidence for a 15th-16th century structure across the feature suggested that the boundary was not a
continuous survival, but had been re-instated at a later date'. 6
A different explanation seems to be required for the curve out and back again of the churchyard
wall in Church Lane. It is now generally agreed that the church and its burial ground already existed
before the Borough was laid out. Their neat fit into the rectilinear plan has been noted but not as yet
accounted for, though Church Lane is plausibly interpreted as a squared-off substitute for the postulated
prehistoric track on the line of the diagonal path across the churchyard. 7 The curve is not enough of an
arc to be part of an ancient circular enclosure, and nothing has been found to suggest burials outside the
existing rectangle. The rounded north-eastern corner also invites discussion, but its geometry is not that
of the 'playing-card corners' of some pre-Conquest enclosures. For now, I leave it to future researchers
to suggest reasons for these features and to assess their significance, if any.
1
P.D. Wood, 'The topography of E.G. borough', Sussex Archaeological Collections 106,49-62 2 E.G. Museum Compass
D. Graham, '23 Castle Street, Farnham',
23, 5-8, 21,10-12 3 National Archives DL30/126/1872, m.3 4 as note 1
Surrey Archaeological Society Bulletin 432, 4f. 6 Surrey Archaeological Collections 98, 255 7 Sussex A. C. 129,32
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ST SWITHIUN AS EVIDENCE? In the Daily Telegraph Review section of 12 September 2015,

Simon Heifer claimed that the Normans did not demolish the existing Saxon churches -'that would
have been an offence against God, whom they wished to keep on their side' - but altered them to make
them look Norman. If that is true (I cannot tell), then perhaps they would retain dedications to Saxon
saints for the same reason rather than replacing them with those to whom they had a special devotion.
And, if that is true (can anyone tell?), then perhaps a little more weight is added to my contention that
our parish church's dedication to St Swithun argues in favour of a pre-Conquest origin (Bulletin 99,
p.10 and earlier references cited there). M.J.L.
BRAMBLETYE PARK (Bulletin 113, pp.9-12): Mr Jeremy Clarke's as yet unpublished findings,

using the latest electronic techniques, can be seen at www.felbridge.org.uk . Whether interested in the
conclusions or the way landscape history is being advanced, readers are urged to look them up.
WHERE EXACTLY WERE THE LOCAL MARTYRS BURNT?

M.J. Leppard

When the Town Council invited comment on the commemorative plaque proposed to be put up
on the front of Broadleys' shop (34-40 High Street) I did not question that location, but it has since
occurred to me that we may have been too readily influenced by the present-day traffic arrangements.
True the space before it is seen today as the widest point, and thus ideal for the farmers' market or the
Christmas tree, but until 1828, when the surface was progressively lowered from Middle Row
westwards and on down London Road, the whole area between the northern and southern building
frontages as far as the Round Houses [the site of Constitutional Buildings] was available for vehicles
and the fairs and markets, as shown in a map drawn by William Figg in c.1810'. A spot half-way along
would have permitted a far larger crowd of on-lookers all around. The present-day steps and slopes
descend from the original street-level, created in 1828 when the traffic for whose benefit the Street was
lowered was funnelled past the Round Houses on both east and west. It must be remembered moreover
that we do not know where the martyrs were held overnight; the received 'tradition' derives
romantically from knowledge of the vaulted cellar formerly under Broadleys'. The Sessions House,
which Figg's map shows in the road roughly opposite the site of our war memorial in front of the
northern range of buildings, included a lock-up at the time it was demolished in the road-levelling. If
that was so in 1556, it would have been the obvious place to incarcerate the obdurate three, with the
further advantage of only a few paces to a centrally located pyre, minimising opportunities for
interference by sympathisers.
I am aware that Mr P.D. Wood deduced from the non-appearance of the Sessions House in the
1564 survey of the Borough that it had not then been built. -2 However, the survey is a record of rents
due to the lord of the Borough from its tenants. They would not be levelled on a public building whose
existence could have been counted as an aspect of the privilege of administering its own affairs for
which the Borough paid its lord an annual 'common fine". Thomas Cramp, who arrived in the town in
1825, remembered the Sessions House, rebuilt in 1685, as 'a building of considerable dimensions' at
whose 'west end there was kind of lock-up or cage, where law-breakers and tramps were lodged, and at
its east end ... the old stocks and whipping post.' 4 We have no picture of it, and only this description.
'Reproduced in P.D. Wood, 'The topography of East Grinstead borough', Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.106
P. Wood & P. Gray, 'East Grinstead: a borough and its buildings' in J.
(1968), pp.49-62, facing p.57 2 as note 1, p.60
Warren (ed.), Wealden buildings (1990), pp.17 1-87, at pp. 174f.
Thomas Cramp, letter to an unidentified publication, 8
Dec. 1866, reproduced in his Temperance shots (1885), p.36

ATTITUDES TO 'GOOD KING WENCESLAS'

M.J. Leppard

In his Sunday sermon (previous page) the archbishop concentrated on three enduring aspects of
Neale's life, work and personality, as such a scholar would. For the majority of English-speakers,
though, the one unforgettable achievement, even if they cannot name its author, is the Christmas carol
'Good King Wenceslas', sung, illustrated or parodied. What follows is an anthology of some of the
comment it has attracted, by no means all favourable, rarely profound, yet exemplifying and accounting
for its popularity, even now, 163 years on. In a sense this is material for an account of its 'reception
history', one of the ways contemporary academics study a text.

1853 The carol was published, and soon, or earlier, sung by an ad hoc choir of men and boys at Neale's annual
carol-singing expedition into the town late on Christmas Eve. 'One of this choir - a well-known dissenter,
vegetarian and teetotaler - suggested to him as an improvement ... to alter the lines Bring me flesh and bring me
wine ... Thou and I will see him dine to Bring me milk and bring me bread ... Thou and I will see him fed' 1
Mid-1850s Neale's son Vincent, 'a resident of the United States for half his lifetime', told his sister Mrs Mary
Sackville Lawson, 'Good King Wenceslas speedily crossed the ocean, and was the favourite Christmas Carol at
the Theological Seminary, Nashota, Wisconsin, in the early fifties, as I am informed by one who was a divinity
student there at the time. The Bohemian Club of San Francisco, a celebrated literary and artistic club, keeps
high revel at Christmas. Dr. Neale's carols have for many anniversaries contributed half the musical programme,
namely, 'Earthly friends will change and falter', 'Christ was born on Christmas Day', and 'Good King
Wenceslas'. ... The third, to those who have no faith, to whom the incarnation is a myth, the visit of the Magi a
fable, and the vision of the shepherds a dream, illustrating and teaching the beauty of self-sacrifice. ... Here is
no eleemosynary giving, it is a giving of self, a recognition of common humanity, a meeting of man with man.
This is doubtless the chord of the ballad that strikes so strongly and entirely the hearts of men of all conditions
and sorts.
' 2

1928 'This rather confused narrative owes its popularity to the delightful tune, which is that of a Spring carol.
Unfortunately Neale in 1853 substituted ... 'Good King Wenceslas', one of his less happy pieces, which B.
Duncan goes so far as to call "doggerel" and Bullen condemns as "poor and commonplace to the last degree".
The time has not yet come for a comprehensive book to discard it; but we reprint the tune in its proper setting
[at no.99], not without hope that, with the present wealth of carols for Christmas, "Good King Wenceslas" may
gradually pass into disuse.' 3

1940s 'Good King Wenceslas looked out / of his Austin 7 / ran into a Churchill tank / now he's up in
heaven. '
1950 'This popular carol is a delightful example of Neale's creative imagination.' 5
1958 'I am unable to see what is wrong with "Good King Wenceslas" as a sociable carol. It lacks pious
unction, and looking at the nineteenth century productions that have it, we may be thankful for that.
' 6

1973 'The British Post Office decided to make this carol the subject of its Christmas stamps.' 7
1993 'Surely it is time to pension off Good King Wenceslas? After all, J.M. Neale's "carol" is pure
19th-century fiction, and the tune rightly belongs to a Spring carol. ... Wenceslaus died aged only 22,
murdered at the instigation of his brother Boreslav. He is the patron saint of Czechoslovakia, Bohemia,
Moravia - and of brewers!
' 8

Parody letter to Wenceslas from the page's mother, complaining at his treatment. 9 [Significant
that carol so well known that readers can be expected to know the story and recognise its phraseology.]

7
1995 'Neale's narrative has its awkward moments: if the peasant lives "right against the forest fence",
why doesn't he have the wit to gather his own firewood?"' [Because in law forest denoted an enclosed
tract reserved for breeding animals for the chase and hunting them there, protected by a pale and ditch
and by severe penalties for trespassers - as Ashdown Forest technically still was in Neale's time.]
1996 Parody speculation on what his Queen was doing the while." [Significance as above, and that
Telegraph seemed unable for years not to carry something about the Good King at Christmastide. It
printed another parody (meteorological this time) by the same writer more recently. "]
1998 'There are no fewer than three mistakes in the carol's title: Wenceslas was actually called Vaclav,
he was never a king, and he was only good in comparison with his torture-loving brother, Boleslav the
Cruel. Vaclav was killed by his brother in September 929." [Wenceslas is latinisation of Vaclav,
used in most liturgies and other texts of Western Christendom and thence in vernacular languages.]
2003 The carol's 150th anniversary was celebrated at the College by the launch of a book, Good King
Wenceslas - the real story, by Czech-born Jan Rejzl in July and by mass singing of the carol outside the
College in December led by over 900 local schoolchildren and the Sackville School orchestra. 14 Earlier
in the year celebratory envelopes were produced locally marked '150th anniversary celebrations in East
Grinstead' and 'Happy Birthday Good King Wenceslas'.

2004 'Inspired by a poem abut the saint, Neale penned "Good King Wenceslas" in 1853 with a sharp
political message appended. In this context, its final lines strike one as unusually direct, even in an age
in which the laity rather than the Church is now the target audience."'
2005 'Bonus Ut Bohaemius / Rex prospiciebat', first two lines of a Latin translation of the whole carol
by Mark Mortimer. ' 6 Reviewing the book, John Whale observed 'Latin can turn a memorable phrase in
a few words. "Adjuvantempauperes /Deus adjuvabit" ("Him who helps the poor will God help") rings
clearer than "Ye who now will bless the poor Shall yourselves find blessing". ... When carol services
are next in question, run "Bonus Ut Bohaemius ..." up the flagpole and see if anyone salutes it."'
[Neale would, I think, have been pleased with Mortimer's work; he thought so highly of 'When I
survey the wondrous cross' that the greatest compliment he could pay it was to translate it into Latin. It
is not generally known that he was himself not entirely satisfied with the final lines and provided an
alternative which seems (understandably) never to have come into use: 'Wherefore, Christian people,
know, I Who my lay are hearing, / He who cheers another's woe / Shall himself find cheering. "'I
2007 A thorough, deep and insightful allegorical exegesis of the carol in its context in Neale's life was
published by the Rev. Dr John Thurmer. 19 The choice of hero evokes martyrdom, as do the mentions of
St Stephen, the first Christian martyr, and St Agnes, a child martyr whose feast-day (21 January) is
often marked by cruel frost Neale too might have said 'I can go no further' in 1853, while employed to
comfort the poor materially and feed them spiritually. So he treads in the footprints of the saints who
went ahead of him. [My crude summary of the most respectful treatment of the carol that I know.]

2015 Among the favourite carols nominated, in return for a donation to the development charity
'Embrace the Middle East' and published in the Church Times, 'Good King Wenceslas' was chosen by
Air Chief Marshal Sir Andrew Pulford (along with 'Hark the herald'), 'because they're big powerful
carols that I can sing really loudly, and nobody will know that I'm out of tune', and Andy, a Big Issue
seller, 'because it's what I remember from when I was a child' 20

REFERENCES: C. T. = Church Times; D. T. = Daily Telegraph; E.G. = East Grinstead; J.M.N. = John Mason Neale
Sr Miriam, S.S.M., J.MN., a memoir (1887-95), a series of articles from St Margaret's Magazine, bound in one volume
unrepaginated, p.224c, in the section 'The Warden at home, by two of his daughters'. [I have followed the pagination
created by A.G. Lough, which he explains on p.1 of his Influence off.MN.( 1962)] 2 M.S. Lawson (ed.), The letters of
3 P. Dearmer, R. Vaughan Williams and M. Shaw, The Oxford book of carols (1928),
J.MN. (1910), pp.282f.
p.271 [I
believe Deamier wrote the passage quoted.] 4 Children's parody, origins unknown, one of many such appropriations
H.A.L. Jefferson, Hymns in Christian worship (1950), p.1 54 6 Erik Routley, The English carol (1958), p.193 (quoted
Lough, Influence, pp. 1 04f.) 7 A.G. Lough, J.MN., priest extraordinary (1975), p.135 8 R.E. Haywood, Newton Abbot,
letter to editor, D. T., 11 Dec. 9 M. Green, 'Anyway, St Vitus was a better dancer', D. T., 16 Dec. '° B. Hunt, D. T., 24
Dec. 11 0. Pritchett, 'Go on, Wenceslas, or you'll end up a square', D.. T., 24 Dec. 12 Regret I failed to record date
13
Mail on Sunday, Dec. 1998 14 E. G. Courier, 24 July, E. G. Observer, 10 Dec. 15 E. Wickham, reviewing a Radio 4
programme on the King and on Neale, C. T., 31 Dec. 16 M. Mortimer, Latinised hymns (2005), pp.82f. 17 C. T., Sept.
2005 18 M.S. Lawson (ed.), Selected hymns, sequences and carols ofJ.MN. (1914), p.288 19 J.A. Thurmer, 'Good
King Wenceslas', Faith & Worship no.6 1 (Advent 2007) [I am most grateful to Mrs Caroline Metcalfe for bringing it to my
20
C.T., 18/25 Dec. 2015
attention.]

THE OUT-BUILDING IN CHURCH LANE

M.J. Leppard

At the same time as I was writing the article 'The sisters in Church Lane' for Bulletin 114, Dr
Kathryn Ferry was producing for Mid Sussex District Council's conservation officer a 'Statement of
Significance' for the detached corrugated-iron building behind the cottages in the lane. Unaware of
each other's work and using most of the same material but also sources unique to one of us only, we
have reached similar conclusions about the history of its use. Dr Ferry places it in its context in the
development of corrugated-iron structures, seeing it as externally and internally 'right for a kit-building
of the second half of the 19th century ... a relatively early survival, though a fairly average example of
its type'. Its significance lies in its being part of a conventual complex. 'Its future use and protection
should possibly be more clearly defmed'. The report can be read on Mid Sussex D.C.'s website.
As perhaps the only person left with any recollection of its residential use in the late-1940s I feel
a duty to put on record what I can. When we were 9 or 10 years old it was home to a schoolfriend, Paul
Headland, whose father was an inspector based at London Transport's garage in Garland Road, divided
into a living room and (I suppose) bedroom(s). We used to play in the churchyard, on the Playfield and
in Church Lane, then two-way but virtually traffic-free, with other boys from the vicinity. All I
remember of being in the house is attending his birthday party, and of that only that his mother decided
that we would enjoy singing rounds. This was a new concept to me, so I assumed the idea was that
from our staggered starts we should all sing at different speeds in order to sing the last line together.
Before we left the primary school the family moved to Primrose Cottage, Hartfield, too far away
for further contact. From the road one can see two houses of that name, so I cannot tell which was
theirs. I guess they did not intend their 5.2 x 7.35 metre (c.16' x 22') home to be more than a temporary
expedient; possibly indeed they were squatters. This account could have some value as an illustration
of the social history of the time if any readers can tell us more about the internal arrangements or what
became of the family, perhaps even make contact with Paul.
Incidentally, it is a striking difference from childhood today that there was no apparent concern
over my walking unaccompanied through the town from my home to his. The only constant is the
warning not to talk to strangers, especially on railway trains, something which I remember puzzling
over with another friend. 'Perhaps they might try to murder us?'

HENRY HALL AND HALL BROTHERS

M.J. Leppard

In June last year I received an enquiry from Miss Lucy Higginson, a former editor of Horse and
Hound who had been commissioned to produce a history of Harry Hall clothing for its 125th anniversary
this year. She believed its eponymous founder was an East Grinstead man whom she had traced on the
Weald genealogy website and wanted further details and if possible confirmation. My researches proved
to rule out any connection but they provided enough information for an article in these pages.
Henry Hall, buried on 20 January 1891 aged 66, can be identified with Henry the baseborn son of
Harriet, recorded only by her first name, at his baptism in our parish church on 26 December 1824. In
recording his death, Thomas Cramp notes 'had been in my Sunday School class' [at Zion Chapel]'. He
kept his mother's surname when she married William Moon. 2 I cannot find him in the 1841 census. By
then he was probably serving an apprenticeship, possibly in Brighton, the birthplace of his wife Ann, as
recorded in the 1851 census. She was then aged 24, he 26, and they were living at our 7 High Street with
their one-year old East Grinstead-born daughter Fanny. Henry is a tailor's assistant, born in East
Grinstead; perhaps he was one of the two employees of the tailor Henry Nicholas aged 30 at no. 13. 3
The 1861 census finds Henry Hall in London Road, between the Swan and Elm Cottages, now a
master tailor employing two boys. With him are his wife and Fanny, 11, Emily, 9, Henry E., 5, scholars,
and Harriot, 1, all born here, and also John Gibbs, an 18-year old East Grinstead-born apprentice. The
other employee must be Alfred Kenward, formerly apprenticed to Mr Hall, tailor, and lately worked at
Mr Nicholas's, whose death on 12 October 1867 was noted by Thomas Cramp's son Jury (born 1846),
'one of my oldest schoolfellows'. 4 Alfred is a 16-year old tailor's apprentice living at home with his
family in Old Road in the 1861 census.
In the same year a greatcoat was needed for his coachman by Dr John Epps, newly settled in
Ashurst Wood. 'I applied to Mr Slight, Independent Minister, whom I much esteemed, to tell me of any
honest man, a tailor, holding the principle that no man should tax another to support a creed of which he
does not approve. He recommended me to Mr Hall, of East Grinstead, whom I at once employed. To
my note giving the order I received the following reply:
"Sir, - I am in receipt of your order, for which I am much obliged, and which shall be attended to without
delay. Allow me to say that you are the only gentleman in whom the principle which I hold of religious
equality has been a recommendation to me. I am, sir, &c. &c. Henry Hall."
We should support such tradesmen as likely to suffer loss for advocating such views.' 5
Henry Hall was still in London Road in 1869, according to his advertisement in the August issue
of the East Grinstead Monthly illustrated Journal, when he 'took an opportunity of returning best thanks
to friends and patrons for liberal support and confidence during the past 14 years, and trusted to meet a
continuance of their favours', 6 thereby incidentally supplying the date he went into business on his own
account. But by the end of the year, when Kelly's directory for 1870 was compiled, he is back in the
High Street, in the next year's census at our no.9, employing two men and one boy. With him are his
wife and their children Fanny, 21, a machinist, Henry E., 15, a tailor, Harriet, 11, John C., 9, James
Thomas, 7, and Mary J., 5, all scholars. Ten years later he continues to flourish there, now employing 5
men and two boys. Along with his wife the household comprises son James T., 17, a tailor, daughter
Mary Jane, 15, a scholar, David H. Murray, their two-year old grandson, born in West Hoathly, and
boarders Alfred Habgood, 18, a Dorset-born tailor's assistant, and Walter Meades, 14, a tailor's
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apprentice born in East Grinstead. The business was still Henry Hall, tailor, High Street, when Kelly's
directory for 1887 was compiled but by the time the issue for 1890 had been completed it was Hall
Brothers. A.S. Bridgiand, born in 1874, remembered Henry Hall as 'an old man with a fine head of
curly hair'. 7
Henry Hall's older son, Henry Edmund, was listed by Thomas Cramp in 1878 as a life abstainer
[from alcohol] for 23 years, i.e. from birth. 8 When the 1881 census was taken he was living in West
Street, married, with a 4-month old son, and working as a tailor, probably one of the five employed by
his father, since in Pike's directory for 1886 he is entered under Newhaven Terrace, Cemetery Road
[Queens Road], with no note of occupation, and for a time he was one of the Hall Brothers. 9 Early in the
new century he moved into 16 London Road, an empty tailor's shop when the 1901 census was taken but
in the 1903 Kelly Henry Edmund Hall's tailoring premises. Valentine's postcard JV 81154 shows his
shop there. He is last listed at that address in the 1911 edition; in those for 1913 and 1915 he is at 94
Railway Approach: but in Dixon's directory for 1916 no name is printed there. The 1918 Kelly has him
as a private resident at 4 Grosvenor Road, where he remains until the one for 1930. There is no entry for
him in the next edition, for 1934.
Meanwhile James Thomas, the younger son, remained at 9 High Street with his widowed mother.
Hall Brothers continued there until c. 1897, when their business is highly eulogised in an 'advertorial'
publication' 0 , but they have no entry in the 1899 Kelly. In the 1901 census no.9 has different occupants
and Ann Hall is living on her own means at 48 High Street. A.S. Bridgiand offers a clue to the cause but
no details; he clearly expects many readers to know them and wants to avoid rekindling distressing
memories among his family and friends. Henry's 'younger son Jim resembled him. What a tragedy it
was - the breakdown of a young and talented man! I believe Miss Jennie Hail still lives in the town." 1

HENRY HALL,

TAILOR, HABIT MAKER & HATTER
NEAR THE POST OFFICE,

HIGH STREET, EAST GRINSTEAD.

LADJE:93 JACKET'S

j: LITE

REFERENCES: 'Diary of Thomas Cramp (portion
at Town Museum) 2 un- dated notes of a telephone
call from Mr Terry Hall of E.G., a great great grandson
In his
For Henry Nicholas see Bulletin 98, pp.6f.
log book (seen in 1976 by the kindness of Mr Cecil
Cramp of Horsham) 5 Mrs Epps (ed.), Diary of the
late John Epps, p.598 6 A.S. Bridgiand, 'Memories
of a Native: no.36', E. G. Observer, 1942 7 as note 6
8
Temperance shots (1885), p.39 9 as note 2
10
"as note 2
Views and reviews, E. G., p.22
LEFT: Advertisement from East Grinstead and
Environs, 1885

FIGURES FROM THE PAST (Bulletin 114, p.12): MRS WIGNEY: Mr David Gould has checked
the original print at the Town Museum (EGRTM 2137.5) and reports that Ken Nutt's caption, 'Mrs
Wigney on Mist', is written on the negative. He has also spoken to an elderly resident, Mrs Doris
Trefine, who says she is certain she remembers Mrs Wigney - living at Southwick House and 'slightly
mad'. MISS LINDSAY SMITH: Mr Jeremy Kaye says he well remembers Miss Lindsay Smith. She
lived with Miss Perkins, 'a keen cyclist, I believe, like Mrs Parkinson' (my original informant). In the
local directories for 1953 and 1962 Miss Emily M. Perkins is at Little Orchard, Sandy Lane.
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M.J. Leppard

LOCAL SPEECH

Although much has been published over many years on local pronunciation, vocabulary and
speech usages in our pages and the now defunct East Grinstead Museum Compass, only two attempts at
writing it in continuous text have been identified hitherto: E.W. Young's would-be renditions from
1928 and 291 and Robert Sellens's 'convincing' and 'unforced' poems from the 1950s. 2 Any other
instance is therefore worth noticing, especially if earlier and even if an approximation.
Thomas Cramp, the local teetotal pioneer, public man and diarist, was born in Bexhill in 1810
and came to East Grinstead in 1825 from a truncated apprenticeship in Brighton. His published writing
consists almost entirely of contributions to local and county newspapers and organs of the temperance
movement, some prose, some mechanistic verse. In 1879 in a letter to a local paper he recounted a
story of two men who, leaving the Dorset Arms the worse for drink, one night saw lying across the road
the shadow of the post bearing the inn-sign and mistook it for an obstacle. One chose to go over it, the
other to go round. 3 In 1885 he told the tale again, in verse. 4 In both accounts the speech of one of the
men is given in non-standard English, presumably to represent local dialect, possibly drunkenness,
perhaps both. They read as follows:
1879 'Hollo!', cried one, as he gazed upon the shadow, 'Hollo! who has been stop'en up the highway here?
nobody shudun't lay tim-er in the road to-night. I shall step over.'

1885

'Holloa!', cried one, 'who dares block up
Wid timmer - people's right;
Nodbody shud'nt put timmer down;
Stop'un the roads to-night.'

At length with vigour, one declared,
'I'll leap it - high or wide,'

He gave a spring, and o'er he went,
Safe on the other side.

In both versions his companion says 'I shall go round my boy'.
I leave it to the experts to adjudicate on how well this may represent local speech at the time. In
other contexts Cramp certainly used dialect terms, seemingly unconscious of their status. Traced so far
are brakes' (bracken), roundfrock (smock), sadly (unwell) and slub (thick mud). 6
The story of the inn-sign is also related by two other writers. W.R. Pepper in 1885 uses only
indirect speech. 7 Edward Steer, recalling in 1899 his boyhood here in the late 1850s, had evidently
heard it then, our earliest witness to the tale. His dialogue is in standard English: 'I shall get over it'
and 'I shall go round, my boy'. 8 Most likely all three are recording an older oral tradition independently
of each other, but it is curious that Cramp and Steer quote the more cautious man in identical words.
REFERENCES (Coates = Richard Coates, The traditional dialect of Sussex (2010); Compass = E.G. Museum Compass;
E.G. = East Grinstead; E.G.O. = E.G. Observer): 'Reminiscences of Old George in E.G. 0. in 1928 and The Pageant of
E. G. High Street in E. G. 0. in 1929; republished together in book form in 1935 as The pageant of E.G. High Street and
reminiscences of Old George; for discussion see E.G. Society Bulletin. 71, p.6 and Coates, p.277 2 printed and discussed
in Compass 5, p.5 and 8, p.4; for in-depth discussion see Coates, pp.1 85f
Unprovenanced cutting in my possession
in his Temperance shots, p.16 5 as note 3, 1878 (in his scrapbook, almost certainly written by him) 6 for sources and
discussion see Compass 9, p.12 and 12, p.1 5 7 E.G. and its environs, p.18 8 serialised in E.G. 0.

LOCAL DIALECT VOCABULARY (continued from Bulletin 112, p.16): PRENSIL (presently, in
sense 'in due course') on a postcard in private hands posted from East Grinstead in 1906 by 'Tom' to a
soldier in Crowborough, underlined to acknowledge its dialect status. Parish's 1875 Sussex dictionary
has it as PRENSLEY. M.J.L.
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WORLD REFUGEE YEAR, 1960 (Bulletin 114, p.1 7)

M.J. Leppard

Mrs Julie Holden, the Clerk of the Town Council, has ascertained from the internet that a Ndoc
Stajka died in 1997, whereabouts unknown and of the right age to be the man whose family was settled
here as the local contribution to World Refugee Year. No other information about him has been found.

The local directory for 1962-63, based on the 1961-62 electoral register, makes no mention of 70
Stockwell Road, the house acquired for them, jumping straight from no.68 to no.72. It may be that Mr
Stajka, from Yugoslavia, was not eligible to vote, or that the family had moved on, or possibly that they
never took up residence at all. In our only other post-war directory, for 1953, Stockwell Road had not
been developed beyond nos 35 and 48 respectively; possibly no.70 was available in 1960 because it had
only just been built.
The campaign was launched at a representative meeting at East Court on 1 January with a target
of £5000, £4000 of it to help the resettling of five families on a farm in Austria and another part for
housing and maintaining a refugee family in the town 'until they become settled and self-supporting'.
Lady Dudley-Gordon had emphasised to the British Council of Aid for Refugees that one member
should be disabled, 'for that, surely, was the hardcore of this terrible problem'. The committee of the
local Council of Churches, which had had an emergency meeting that morning, had been told that the
estimated requirement for the adoption of one family was £1500. But, they had wondered, 'Would a
Polish or Hungarian family be happy in East Grinstead?' If not, 'would all their efforts have been in
vain?' Captain Clemson, secretary of the Council of Churches, was anxious lest, with all the other
sponsoring bodies, the 210 refugees coming to this country might find themselves in a kind of 'public
auction'. The meeting unanimously decided on £1000 for re-settling a family or families locally and
£4000 for the central appeal.'
East Grinstead County Grammar School set about 'making a great drive to raise a substantial
sum ... both internally, by a large number of money-making projects of remarkable ingenuity, and by a
Sale of Work on Saturday April 2nd, in the afternoon, at the School.
' 2

In the event, the town raised over £6000, to be divided half-and-half between the local project
and the national fund. The churches of the district raised £2376.16s.11d. 3 £400 was raised by the
Grammar School, including £113 by pupils own projects and £170 on sale day.
' 4

AND REFUGEES IN 1914
The German invasion of Belgium on 4 August 1914 and its associated 'atrocities' seem to have
particularly moved the womenfolk of East Grinstead. In September 'a large meeting of ladies' at 29
London Road presided over by Mrs Preston Nixon, discussed 'the tide of Belgian refugees expected to
flood the country'. An 18-strong committee was formed. Mr W. Dixon had already offered two or
three houses and Mr E. Cooper had agreed to furnish one of them. The Urban District Council resolved
to exempt from rates any houses placed at their disposal. On 2 October two families, whose homes in
Malines had been burnt, arrived and were accommodated at 12 Railway Approach. One consisted of
Emil Van Den Einde, his wife and two children, the other of Peter Joseph de Hoef, his wife and four
children. 5 The committee, whose members are all named and from gentry and tradesmen families,
included Mrs Rice, wife of the head of Rice Bros at whose premises the initial meeting was held.
'Parish magazine, mid-Jan. 1960 2 E.G. Grammar School Old Feathers' Association magazine, Curiosity, Spring 1960, p. 4
as n.1, mid-July 1960 4 as n.2, Christmas 1960, p.2 E. G. Observer, from Mr L.A. Griffith's notes in my keeping
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THE J.M. NEALE CENTENARY, 23-24 July 1966
The centenary of the death of John Mason Neale was celebrated in East Grinstead at Sackville
College, St Margaret's Convent and the parish church on the weekend of 3-24Jy in a visit from the
Archbishop of Canterbury, Arthur Michael Ramsey. The vicar of East Grinstead, the Rev. H.C.F.
Copsey, had trained for the ministry at Lincoln Theological College when Ramsey was its sub-Warden
and so was able to secure his participation and provide overnight hospitality for him, his wife and his
chaplain in the vicarage, at the nearest time available in the archbishop's schedule to St Margaret's
Day, 20 July, and the date of Neale's death, 6 August. Having attended all the public events and made
notes during them, as well as keeping the service sheets, etc. and newspaper reports, it seems to me
desirable and responsible to give a fairly detailed account before they vanish from living memory.
Readers are asked, therefore, to excuse inevitable ecclesiastical minutiae and technical vocabulary for
posterity's sake. M.J. Leppard
SATURDAY 23, AT THE CONVENT
HIGH MASS began 15 minutes late. I was in the overflow congregation in the quadrangle but got a
seat in the narthex by the time the collect was reached and so saw a little. Summarising from my notes:
The procession consisted of girls from the school, Sisters, a choir of 'assorted laymen', clergy, the ministers in
the sanctuary (including vicar of St Mary's E.G. as deacon and vicar of St Swithun's escorting archbishop, who
was vested in rochet, stole, plum-coloured cope and yellow mitre). No sign of clergy of other denominations.
Rural Dean of E.G., junior curate and one former curate in congregation, senior curate 'sort of deputy M.C.'
Old-fashioned Anglican High Mass for St Margaret. 'Buckets of incense used liberally at every opportunity'.
The Archbishop took John 13.3-5 as the text for his sermon:
Thanksgiving for St Margaret, the Sisterhood and Neale. In John 13 Jesus's example of service. Prayer also a
form of service. He showed 'the glory of the humble God' (William Temple) by cleansing feet: not a 'heavenly
charade'. Letting others serve us (humility) also important, and letting God serve us by cleansing us (painful).
A BALLET, apparently devised by the Sisters, was presented in the grounds by girls of the school in
the afternoon. 'Very expressive and well-presented. Very realistic looking J.M. Neale.'
SUNDAY 24, IN THE TOWN
HOLY COMMUNION was celebrated by the Archbishop in Sackville College chapel at 8.30, before
an invited congregation and assisted by the vicar, and by the archbishop's chaplain in the parish church
at 8, the usual service of the day. People were urged to communicate then, to save time at the PARISH
COMMUNION, celebrated in the church at 11, the usual time for Matins, by the vicar.
Wearing a white chasuble, he was assisted by the senior curate. The archbishop, vested as before, and chaplain,
in choir habit, sat on the north side of the sanctuary. The vicar and curates of St Mary's, in surplices and white
stoles, sat in the choir with the Methodist minister in cassock, bands and scarf. Most of the Sisters were in the
congregation and the chairman of the Urban District Council in his chain of office in the civic pew. The chapel
of the Nativity was reserved for the dozen people who would communicate. When I arrived at 10.25 the church
was 'pretty full', with chairs in gangways of side aisles and chapels, almost filled when service began. It was
described as 'of a doctor of the church', with Neale mentioned by name in the collect, the nearest the Church of
England could get to treating him as a saint. The collection was donated to Sackville College's chapel
restoration fund.
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The Archbishop took Hebrews 11.27 as the text for his sermon:
Neale wrote all hymns used in today's service. He suffered and endured, because of his [metaphorical] vision of
Christ, and so did great things and is honoured by all Christendom. Three ways he served the whole church:
Hymns: objective, about Christian dogmas, especially heaven, particularly his translations (at time
subjective hymns dominant). His own compositions about Christian warfare. His carols less exalted.
Prophet of Christian unity: especially in rather unpopular ways and with the Orthodox. He would be
glad Ramsey and Copsey encourage this, which important because East-West split deep, tragic and
older than western ones and because friendship with Orthodox encourages Christians behind iron
curtain, who honour Neale and also endure.
Revival of monastic life: those God calls to it, their service to whole church.
Visiting Convent and College one can picture Neale: holy, humble, not very successful.
Lessons for us:
Worship and praise of God first priority, so give ourselves more (as with hymns)
Dedicate ourselves to cause of unity in all directions (Ramsey's contemporary hopes)
And to imitate Neale in those respects and dedication (as in monastic life)
Above all, learn not to fear troubles ('What are they but his jewels ... but a ladder?'*)
I was among the worshippers who followed the choir and ministers for the DEDICATION by the
archbishop of the new memorial, a bulky wall in a new enclosure around Neale's grave. It reads:
JOHN MASON NEALE: PRIEST
24.1.1 81 8 - 6.VIII.1 866
LITURGIOLOGIST ECCLESIOLOGIST CHURCH HISTORIAN
AUTHOR AND TRANSLATOR OF HYMNS
FOUNDER OF SOCIETY OF ST MARGARET
22 YEARS WARDEN & CHAPLAIN OF SACKVILLE COLLEGE
THIS MEMORIAL WAS DEDICATED BY HIS GRACE THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY
24.VII.1 966

After the service there was a RECEPTION at the College. The vicar introduced me to the archbishop
as the writer of a special article in the parish magazine. He shook my hand and said, 'I wondered who
it was who had written it.'
For fuller accounts, illustrated and not requiring resort to a bible and dictionary, readers are referred to
the East Grinstead Courier and East Grinstead Observer of 28 July 1966 and the special edition of the
parish magazine for July. My full notes and other documentation will eventually be in the West Sussex
Record Office.
Three musical items were specially composed for the parish communion: hymn tunes by Mark Hankey,
Headmaster of Clifton College prep school, and Herbert Howells (no less) and an anthem by Michael
Hurd. They have never been used since, judged of insufficient merit.
In outlining the arrangements in the magazine the vicar evidently realised at the last moment that he had
forgotten to say who would be accompanying the archbishop, hence the following infelicitous wording:
'... the social gathering at Sackville College before the Archbishop (accompanied we hope by Mrs
Ramsey) leaves for lunch'.
* from Neale's hymn '0 happy band of pilgrims'
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DOCUMENTS SENT TO SACKVILLE COLLEGE IN 1968

M.J. Leppard

In 1968 a Miss Pugh of Ronalds Bungalow, Almesley, near Hereford sent the matron of Sackville
College (via Herefordshire County Record Office) an accumulation of original letters and other papers,
some fragmentary, several of which were somehow connected with John Mason Neale. I was permitted
to examine them, and produced a simple ordered list followed by a detailed calendar, copies of which I
sent to the Warden of the College, Sir Harry Sinderson, and the East Sussex Record Office (responsible
for East Grinstead until 1974) on 14 August 1968. It seems that at some later date the College was
unable to locate them. Although most are likely to be of peripheral interest and many are ephemeral in
nature, they illuminate Neale's acquaintanceship, reputation and influence among his contemporaries on
a vast range of topics. This year's celebrations provide a good opportunity to publish a more permanent
and more widely circulated record. Any additional information as to their current whereabouts, their
content and their writers and the donor will be gratefully received for printing in a future Bulletin.
There follow, slightly revised, the calendar entries relating to Neale and his family, with my notes
in italics. Published works on Neale are cited thus: Influence: A.G. Lough, Influence ofJ.MN (1962);
Letters: M.S. Lawson (ed.), Letters ofJ.M N. (1910); Towle: E.A. Towle, JMN., a memoir (1906)
A FROM NEALE'S PEN
1 N.D. To Fowler [C.A. Fowler, Rector of Crawley]
Response to some letter or article. Opposed by Roundeler (?). Encloses extracts from papers. Has had
Taylor here [College?] about S.C.U.C. (? S.V.U.C.). Have now about 1145 names but not Robert
Joyce's. Some personal news.
2 N.D. Anon. [Neale 's handwriting and style]
'It must surely be that Saint John and Saint James
Still, in Protestant times, have prestige in their names;
Or why should a Jackson at Lincoln be thron'd,
Jack pet form ofJohn
Sarum = Salisbury, Jacobftom Latinfor James
And by Sarum for prelate a Jacobson own'd!'
Jn Jackson Bp of Lincoln 1853-69, Wm Jacobson Bp of Chester 1865-84, Walter Kerr Hamilton
Bp of Salisbury 1854-69

B ADDRESSED TO NEA.LE definitely or apparently
3 1844(?) 10 Sept. W.-.WILSON To?
Rather unsuccessful attempt to promote some plan among the bishops
4 1845 17 Dec. From ?, Elford Rectory To? Last sheet(s) missing
Thanks for two communications. Good idea, attractive to children. Difficulty of mixing myth with truth.
Should put Christian moral separately. Almost doubts if one should read Newman's book. Dr Mill
1845 Neale 's History of Greece and English Historyfor children.; late 1845 J.H Newman 's
Essay on the development of Christian doctrine; Wm H. Mill 1792-1853, Vicar ofBrasted,
supporter of Tractarians
5 1846 10 Nov. From C.R. MANNING, Corpus Christi College, Cambridge To J.M.N.
Learned lengthy discussion of memorial brasses, on reply to reply from Neale to some remarks of his,
especially substantiating disagreement with N. about representation of wafers.
1846 Illustrations of monumental brasses, partly edited by J.M.N.published
6 1849 16 Nov. From R. CURZON, 50 Berkeley Square To? [very probably J.MN]
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Sending on plan received this morning (doesn't know where from) with corrections. Remembers account
of monastery of St Catherine in proof sheets was incorrect. Also made alterations in text. Hopes will
soon come out. When 2 Armenian MSS returned would like note of contents.
Perhaps to do with N. 's History of the Holy Eastern Church, first part published 1850
7 1852 20 March From R.C. TRENCH, Itchenstoke [Richard Chenevix Trench, 1807-86, later Abp of Dublin,
author of Sacred Latin poetry, 1849 To? [can only be J.MN]
Technical comments on translation of a Latin poem, and corrections
1851 first ed. of N. 's Medieval hymns and sequences. This must be (part of) the 'criticisms and
alterations' by Trench acknowledged in its preface [Influence, p.94].
8 1855 15 Nov. From - TORRY, St Anne's [son of Bp Tony ofStAndrews who had helped N and whose life,
with an appendix on the Scottish Liturgy, N published in 1856] To J.M.N. Last sheet(s) missing
About proofs which Masters [publisher] has sent him. Offers corrections, primarily about revision of
Scotch Prayer Book and public reaction at time. Much technical detail.
9 1857 13 March From C.W.H. SOMMERS, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury To J.M.N.
Thanks for copies of letters from clergy in whose parishes Sisters had worked. Read 'with deepest
interest and thankfulness ... such instances of true devotion and self-sacrifice ... for love of Christ'. Has
kept book so long so that daughter Emily could see letters.
Perhaps she became the Sister Emily already at Convent when Miss Scobell joined 15 Aug. 1857
[N's published letter to Bp, 4 Dec. 1857, pp.22f.]
10 1862 Maundy Thursday [17 April] From Wm BRIGHT, Oxford [1824-91, church historian, hymn-writer,
keen High Churchman] To? [almost certainly J.MN, judging by contents, cf Towle, p.283]
Enclosing new ed. of his Ancient collects [first ed. 1857] in gratitude for great debt for help with
liturgical and church history studies.
On verso afew Greek words, written as iffor practice

11 1865 3 July From E.P. MUMSAY [?],Dean of Edinburgh, 23 Ainslie Place, Edinburgh To Dr J.M.N.
Though stranger, sending thanks because had undertaken to give two lectures at the Philosophical
Institution on 'The Pulpit' and found N.'s Medieval sermons very valuable. Thus able to give bigoted
Presbyterian hearers better impression of medieval preaching than they had. N. much higher church than
he but has always greatly respected him.
N 's Medieval preachers and medieval preaching published 1856
12 N.D. Thurs. From Eugene POPOFF [Chaplain, Russian Embassy] at Mr Quinton's, Harrow on the Hill
To?[can only beJ. MN. ]
At Harrow for wife's health. Can't answer first question without books. Glad to answer questions.
Mustn't settle mind on Dogma of Procession before reading Metropolitan Philaret's Dialogue between
the Examiner and the persuaded one in the Orthodoxy of the Eastern Catholic Church. Hopes Mr
Blackman has it in translation. If not, might do parts himself. Would see there how our theologians
express themselves concerning Roman and Protestant Churches.
Popoff and N were in contact nearly 20 years. Perhaps this letter is part of the preparation for
the dissertation 'On the procession of the Holy Ghost' in N 's History of the Holy Eastern
Church,first part, 1850. [Influence, pp.121, 128; Towle, pp.1 72f.]
13 [probably June 1850] From W. DODS WORTH [ Wm Dodsworth, Vicar of Christ Church, Albany St, London
to 1850 when became PC] To? [can hardly not be JMN] Last sheet(s) missing
Much detailed argument about their isolation from rest of Church
June 1850 N had letter from Dodsworth, went to see him to discuss his scruples [Letters, p.144]
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14 1860 1 Nov. From Bp of CHICHESTER To J.M.N. ENVELOPE ONLY, date of postmark
Must have contained letter in which Bp withdrew N suspension [Letters, p.328, 2 Nov. 1860]
C DOCUMENTS CONCERNING OTHER MEMBERS OF NEALE'S FAMILY

15 1787 16 Nov. From H.V. [Henry VENN, 1725-97, one offounders of Clapham sect, Rector of Yelling near
Cambridge 1771-97]
To Mr NEAL, glass cutter, St Paul's churchyard, London, 'my dear friend' [Jas Neale, leading
Evangelical, J.MN 's grandfather [lowle, pp.2f.]]
Postmarks: '50 CAXTON [c. 4 miles from Yelling] NO 17 87' and seal
Personal news in religious language. Hopes soon to be well enough to lead worship again after upset
from one-horse chaise. References to Mrs V., Isaac & Joseph Alsop, Mr Hall, the four Mr Thomtons,
the Surry Chapel and 'my Camberwell friends'.
16 1793 7 Nov. Certificate of JOHN MASON GOOD's passing examination of Company of Surgeons of
London and admitting him to practise; signatures of Master, 2 Wardens, 5 Examiners and Clerk
1764-1827, physician, writer and linguist, maternal grandfather ofJ.MN [Towle, pp.4, 321; Munk, Roll
of Royal College of Physicians, vol.3, pp.248ff.]
17 1860 7 Sept. From Bp of EXETER [Henry Phillpots, 1778-1869, Bp Exeter 1830-69, supporter of
Tractarians To Mrs NEALE
Subject one on which does not permit himself to correspond with ladies. She under misapprehension that
canonry in his gift.
18 1866 [? 1868] 23 Feb. From Sarah NEALE [?; surname hard to read] To 'my beloved friends and cousin'
Mostly great detail with quotations from original sources about common 'godly' ancestor Cyprian de
Valera and his descendants. References to dear Anna, my aunt Halford, cousin Judith, her child Anna
Judith. Her grandchildren and cousin's, to whom she will offer material she's collected about ancestors.
Dear ones go next week to Cheltenham to live. She's currently bringing a man to Jesus.
Cyprian de Valera 16th century Spanish protestant, spent much of his life in England, maternal ancestor
ofJ.MN N 's mother, who seems not to have shared his catholic beliefs, was called Susannah. One of
his sisters also bore the name, or this might be a more distant relative. [Towle, pp.4, 321; Influence. p.2]
19 1865 22 May From A. SEDGWTCK, Trinity College [Adam Sedgwick, 1785-1873, geologist, Fellow of
Trinity College, Cambridge] To Miss NEALE
She had asked for his autograph. [Apparently] she and Mrs N. had left early yesterday, leaving him to
tell love stories to the other ladies, of which as bachelor had good store. Sends old man's blessing.
20 N.D. Monday From Susanna NEALE, 16 Priors [?] Road [J.MN. 's sister]
To 'my dearest niece' Agnes [N daughter (Sarah) Agnes, born 1844]
Aunt C. thanks her for trouble about plaits [?] and for letter. Hadn't heard of her cold. Margaret is at St
Leonard's. References to Mr Rayner [?] and Mr Hammond.
Aunt C. N's sister Cordelia
21 N.D. Manuscript genealogies of the MASON and GOOD families, as far as J.M.N., with blank spaces for his
sisters. No note of his wife or children.
22 N.D. Saturday From Eugene POPOFF [12 above], 32 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W.
To Mrs PHELPS [Agnes Neale, 20 above, married a Mr Phelps who had a wine business in London
[A. G. Lough, personal communication, 10 June 1968]].
Congratulations on change in her life. Owing to unforeseen circumstances beyond his control service in
English can't take place this year.

ii:i
With love (a covering note for a present)
24 1853 26 Nov. From Charles KINGSLEY, Eversley Rectory, Winchfield, Hants [1819-75, novelist and
Christian Socialist] To? [? Mr/Messrs Phelps]

Through press of business and Mrs Kingsley's illness has mislaid accounts for 1851 and 52. Encloses
cheque for £26 pro tern. Note that brandy was for friend.
25 1855 18 June From PFEIFFER, Lisbon To Mine? [?Mrs Phelps] In French
Chatty. Reference to Mr Phelps.
26 N.D. Monday From PFEIFFER, Funchal [Madeira] To a lady In French
Accepting invitation
27 ? 1814, ? 1874 January From illegible
Thanks for invitation, etc.

To M. [Monsieur?] Dickinson In French

An F.H. Dickinson was an associate ofJ.MN. in his publications, 1846-51 [Letters, pp.93, 97, 1821.

At this point the Neale connection may seem increasingly tenuous, but I think the Phelps
documents point to a cohesion in an apparently random scatter. I propose that a member of that family
assembled it, or at least its core, and Miss Pugh either inherited it as a family member or acquired it from
someone who was. Some of the non-Neale items (reserved for a future Bulletin) also have a connection
with Madeira, like Lisbon an unsurprising location for a wine-importer to have a trading base or even a
second home. Of the rest, many were written by or sent to people already met in those recorded above.
As a final link, Mr and Mrs R.A. Large once told me that Madeira work, mentioned in the community
diary of the Sisterhood Neale founded, is a form of broderie anglaise introduced to the island by nuns in
1856 and promoted by Miss Phelps, the daughter of a wine-merchant.
JOHN MASON NEALE IN EARLIER BULLETINS
19 (May 1976), p.' 5

Rev. H.W. Dawes, review of A.G. Lough, J.M Neale -priest extraordinary (1975)

88 (Spring 2006), p.1 1

M.J. Leppard, 'J.M. Neale in English and Latin'

61 (Spring 1997), p. 16

M.J.L., review of Michael Chandler, The life and work ofJ.M Neale (1995)

111 (Spring 2014), pp. 1 Of M.J. Leppard, 'A master of English prose'
114 (Autumn 2014), pp.8f. M.J. Leppard, 'J.M. Neale and railways'
There are also numerous quotations and incidental references in many issues (and some to the Sisterhood).
OUR ASTRONOMICAL TRADITION: an article under this title in Bulletin 108 (Winter 2012-13)

traced a succession from Thomas William Bush in 1909 to the departure of Patrick Moore in 1965 and
recorded a fresh initiative around the turn of the century by Mr Steve Bush with lessons at Sackville
School. Now the two pedigrees have been neatly linked by the Royal Astronomical Society's awarding
its Patrick Moore medal to Mr Bush 'for a noteworthy contribution to astronomy or geophysics by a
secondary school teacher', as reported in the East Grinstead Courier of 27 January this year.
To obtain earlier Bulletins: see foot of p.2 of this issue
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AS WE RECALLED HIM

M.J. Leppard

Perceptions and recollections of J.M. Neale by his contemporaries in the big world outside this
town feature in all the books about him, and, by implication, so do those of local people who were
caught up in the controversies around him or were involved in the life of the College or the work of the
Sisters. There is also plenty of posthumous assessment, but it is almost impossible to discover how he
was recalled by those whose lives were spent here with limited contact. I have found only the following.

WV.K. Stenning (born 1844): `Perhaps the greatest man ever connected with the town ... he was
famous for his works and his writings, but he was not a very entertaining man to meet. At the splendid
entertainments which used to be given in the College, in which all the inhabitants, in some shape or
form, were invited to participate, the doctor was great at conjouring [sic] and amusing, but still he
always seemed to be lost, absent-minded, thinking of those great schemes which he brought about.'
Talk, `The past, present and future of East Grinstead', as reported in the E.G. Observer, 25 Nov. 1893

Jury Cramp (son of Thomas, born 1846): `I have a vivid recollection of Dr Neale, black coat and coat
tails, spectacled, a deep and sonorous voice, and as he strode through the town looking straight ahead.'
Parish magazine, February 1926, quoting from E.G. Observer `last month'
A.S. Bridgland (born 1874): `Older men who remembered him told me he found it necessary to take
drugs - probably opium in the manner of De Quincey.'
`Memories of a Native', article 5, E.G. Observer, 1941
(Actually he took laudanum, which includes opium, the pain-killer used by nearly all the eminent
Victorians. Ed.)

OOPS! `A man from East Grinstead has been shortlisted for an award which aims to celebrate and
promote the best local architectural design in Mid Sussex', reported the East Grinstead Courier of 16
September 2015. `Tobias Place, of Coombe Hill Road, East Grinstead, has been shortlisted in two of the
four categories.' Alas, Tobias Place is the name of the building not the unrecognised architect.
WEST SUSSEX RECORD OFFICE has acquired the records of Fonthill Lodge and Fonthill School,
20th-21st century (accession 17767)
ONE HUNDRED BUILDINGS, TEN YEARS ON: The one building under construction when 100
Buildings of East Grinstead was published in 2006 came into use later that year, but five of the other
ninety nine have since been demolished: the Guinea Pig, the Methodist church, the former North End
Working Men's Club (already derelict), the Parish Halls and St Luke's church. (The book remains in
print, however.)

NOTHING TO DO WITH ME: `Birches Wood could be renamed after a resident who has worked
"tirelessly" over the years to protect Felbridge's ancient woodland. Cr Ken Harwood suggested that the
wood be renamed Leppard Wood after Tony Leppard ... following [his] instrumental role in a new deal
which will protect the woodland.' - East Grinstead Courier, 22 December 2015. (The wood, in the
Felbridge area but on our side of the county boundary, is Birch Wood on the Ordnance Survey
preliminary map of 1808, The Birches on modem ones.) M.J.L.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
SUSSEX INDUSTRL4L HISTORY 45 (2015) contains an article on the steam vehicles owned by
Friends, the Forest Row carriers, from 1910 to the Second World War and the restoration, between
2006 and 2010 of a 1905 pantechnicon, once theirs and discovered in 1981 as a garden shed in London.
Written by David Vaughan, it is well-illustrated with photographs, of which those in colour show it on
parade and steam-hauled in London in 2014.
SUSSEX INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 169
(Jan. 2016) includes a
notice from this reviewer on the Statement of Significance for the outbuilding in Church Lane dealt
I I with on p.0 above.
J. Blackwell, P. I{oltham and M. Snow (eds), A GUIDE TO THE INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY
OF SUSSEX (Association for Industrial Archaeology, 2015) was produced by members of the Sussex
Industrial Archaeology Society for the national association's annual conference, held in Brighton. In
1972 the Sussex group produced Sussex industrial archaeology, afield guide as no.4 of its journal, and
in 1985 an expanded revision in book form. While omitting some items from the earlier works, the
new guide adds many more and has fuller yet admirably concise descriptions of each, a large number of
them freshly illustrated in colour, and a good centre-spread of maps. Coverage of East Grinstead is
unchanged, Imberhome viaduct and the former malthouse in Station Road, to which the Playfleld water
tower might arguably have merited addition in this excellently edited and produced piece of work.
Charles Loft, LAST TRAINS: Dr Beeching and the death of rural England (Biteback Publishing,
2013, £12.99) is a thoroughly researched and referenced study of the economic, political and social
realities of the difficulties and decline of this country's railways from the Second World War onwards,
the ways they were dealt with and the ways those steps were responded to. It is even-handed, readable
and leavened by dry observations. The chief causes celèbres and their wide significance are expounded
in detail, among them the fiasco of the closure, re-opening and re-closure of the East Grinstead - Lewes
line. The interest to us here is obvious, but no-one who reads it will ever again risk glib judgements on
the local closures, the success of the Bluebell Railway, the Beeching report or the man himself. For
understanding that aspect of our history and equally the whole public transport context it is essential
reading.
WITH THE EDITOR'S APOLOGIES
The military historian Benjamin Bartlett undertook to research and write an article for this issue
marking the centenary of 'East Grinstead's aeroplane', the one with the town's name on its side of
which a photograph is displayed in the Town Museum. Despite consulting all possibly relevant websites he could find nothing in any official records or even the pages of the East Grinstead Observer,
beyond the history of its type in the East Grinstead Courier of 27 May 2004. We concluded that the
implied challenge to fund-raising never took place, in which case the lettering is not on the machine but
prospectively written on an original unmarked image, or that an anonymous local patriot financed it. If
readers can track down any information, it will be welcomed for our next number.
In consequence it has fallen to the editor, not for the first time, to write virtually the entire text
of this issue, a circumstance he never welcomes. All the greater, therefore, is his gratitude to those
whose 'snippets' of information have appeared on several pages above. Please keep them coming.

